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Dear IDO President and IDO Members 
 

I would like to introduce myself as the newly appointed Chairperson of the Ballet Committee of Dance in the IDO. 
 
This is a privilege and honor and I thank you for this opportunity. 
 
I have attached a CV which will explain more about me as a person. I have a passion for dance and would like to see 
Dance grow throughout the World, especially in Ballet. The IDO is the perfect platform for this and we as Members can 
work together to achieve this. 
 
My first aim is to share a better understanding of Ballet Technique and Artistry with all our Members, Teachers, Trainers, 
Choreographers and Dancers.  It is a dance form like no other and it is important to preserve the beauty of true Classical 
Ballet as it was intended and to encourage our dancers to achieve this. Unfortunately, with the increasing demand to 
entertain and “wow” the audience, Ballet is losing its identity and core values.  
For example:   The correct extension of the feet in all allegro is lost. 
                        Turnout is being neglected as the dancers aim for more height of legs.  
                    Pirouettes are being done on the flat foot to achieve multiple turns at the expense of the high releve                      
.                   on demi pointe. 
                        The standard of pointe work is not good. There is clearly no understanding of the correct way of using the  
                        foot in a pointe shoe.  
There are many more that we as a committee should address so that the standard of Ballet can be raised to the same 
level of all the other Dance Forms in the IDO. 
If dancers are educated to use the correct techniques from a young age, they will benefit in all forms of dance and will 
also be INJURY FREE.  We as adults, have to respect and nurture the young body, so that the dancer’s life can be 
extended and not brought to an abrupt halt due to injury. 
 
During the year, I would like to encourage you all to share your expertise and ideas, as we can all continue to learn and 
grow in Dance. 
I have also attached the guidelines for marking when judging the Ballet section and it is important that we apply these for 
consistency and eventually choosing the correct dancers in a Final. 
 
Please do not view this as criticism. I have seen the Ballet section improve tremendously and have judged some 
wonderful ballet dancers. We owe it to them and to the beautiful ART FORM to continue to develop and grow.  
 
I would really like to open a good communication channel with all of you. Please contact me and update me with your 
suggestions and ideas. 
I will keep record of all proposals received during this year and these will be voted on at the next meeting. 
Once you have contacted me, I can build up a comprehensive data base of all the member e mails. This will enable us to 
keep up to date with all new ideas arising and become an effective functioning committee. 
 
Regards 
Tina D’Artnall 
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My name is Tina D’Artnall and I am from South Africa. 
 
 
 
My qualifications include: 

‘- I am a Registered Advanced Teacher in Ballet with the Royal Academy of Dance in London. 

‘- I am an Examiner for the CBTS Programme of the RAD.  This involves examining the students who are studying to be 

teachers and wish to qualify with the RAD as registered teachers. 

‘- I have my Advanced Teachers Diploma in Modern with the South African Body of Dance. 

‘- I have qualified as an Official International Judge for the IDO. 

‘- I have judged our National World trial competitions as well as national Festivals and Eisteddfods throughout South 

Africa. 

‘- I am one of two Ambassadors in South Africa to launch and develop the CPD scheme worldwide. This is ensuring the 

Continuing Professional Development of Ballet locally and internationally. 

‘-I have qualified as a Clinical and Counselling psychologist. 

I have been involved as a Judge with the IDO for more than 10 Years and I have brought students to take part in the 

Competitions. 

I have been teaching in my own private Studio for more than 30 years. I teach Ballet, Modern and Hip Hop. 

I have been trained with the Royal Academy of Dance, which is based in London but has centres throughout the world. I 

am purely classically trained and only branched out to Modern and Hip Hop in my adult years. 

I am now a Life member of the Royal Academy and I am the Chairperson of the Pretoria Branch. 

I am involved with all their examinations and competitions and I examine all the students on the Teaching programme. 

My teaching is dominated by Classical ballet training and I attend all the courses offered for Continued Professional 

Development that are offered each year. 

I feel I am well trained and experienced in Ballet technique, as this is my field of expertise and I have a great passion for 

Classical ballet. 

I would love it to grow in our competitions to be at the same World class status of the other dance forms. 

I am prepared to share my knowledge and learn from others to promote Ballet in every sense. 
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HINTS ON HOW TO SCORE BALLET  
Submitted by Matthew Clark, Wendy Quarmby, Bonnie Dyer, Breanna Willis Kathrine McCarthy, Lynne McCarthy   
  
QUALIFICATIONS: Teaching Member of the Royal Academy of Dancing(RAD), gaining her Ballet Teacher’s Certificate 
and Teacher’s Diploma. Member with the Society of Russian Ballet Bachelor of Physical Education (Dance Major)  
  
                        Using the 3-D system, the following criteria can be used. SOLO’S, MALE AND FEMALE.  
 
EXTREME DEFAULTS 
  
Using the 3-D system these dancers should get a mark between 1-2, depending on how severe their default was  

 

 1. Entrance and Exit not cognizant with piece of music.  Ie:  does not grab attention and finishes awkwardly either  

 entering/exiting or pose.  

 2. The dancer is dancing faster or slower than music dictates and dynamics are lost.  

 3. The dancer is flat footed and does not have turnout .  

 4. Ungraceful walks runs..bourrees/courus (heels down, behind body turned in)… (In pointe work no heels should            

 come down walking or running).  

 5. No articulation of the feet (lazy feet).  Steps are unclear – little use of demi-plies for clarity of footwork.  No clean, 

 sharp positions showing definition of movement.  

 6. Dancer does not perform but just goes through the motions.  

 7. Beautiful Ballet costume and grooming but novice level Ballet Technique.  

 8. Variety and Difficulty level is beginner level and dancer is just doing basic and repetitive steps and choreography.  

 9. Does not understand “spotting head action.”  

10. May be using facial expression and be entertaining, but needs work on technique.  

11. Difficulty level is low (for the level of ballet…ie: specific steps required for levels, 1, 2, 3, 4 Children’s….levels 5, 6, 

 7, 8…..Junior……Intermediate, Advanced, Pre-professional…should be on pointe for higher levels – 

 solos/duets/groups. **   

12. Through lack of definition, dynamics and storytelling of the character portrayed is lost.  

13. Doing a lot of fast movements but no clear definite characterization of the piece is clear and lacks specific 

 technique of different steps.  

14. Costume not fitting the piece of choreography.  

 

MEDIUM DEFAULTS 

Using the 3-D system these dancers should get a mark between 3 - 5, depending on how severe their default was. 

 1. Dancer is staying in time with the music but lacks musicality   

 2. Good dancer, lacking in personality.  Dances for themself, no charisma and has no audience appeal.  

 Fake facial expression (if it’s a smile that’s a plus, however), not using inborn personality to entertain  

 3. Dancer is good but does not make good use of the stage.  

 4. Great entertainer but ballet technique need work Technique average for level, but not exciting.  Height of jumps 

 not cognizant with requirements (see next marking level). ie: glissades floor level but both legs stretched and 

 turned out showing difference between allegro (shorter leg span) and adage (longer leg span) glissade, at least 
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 an inch space between floor and height for jetes, etc., 45 degree space on pas de chats, etc. and aiming for 90 

 degrees or higher on big jumps, with legs fully stretched, turned out, etc.  

 5. Demi-Character does not relate to story or clear to audience  

 6. Ankles weak on Pointe  

 7. High difficulty level but dancer has some difficulty executing them properly.  

 8. Choreography, music or costume not be right for dancer.   

 9. Suitable entrance and exit.  

10. Good dancer, easy to watch, not too many ‘tricks, good use of floor, but lacking sparkle or communication with the 

 audience.  

11. Dancer too ‘busy’ trying to fit in as many ‘tricks’ which has nothing to do with the character or portrayal of  

 The personality or theme of the music.  

12. Adequate use of head and eyeline and co-ordination and grace of the arms but lacks dimension.  Nothing behind 

 the eyes.  Flat.  

13. Nice enough shading/dynamics but doesn’t quite communicate feeling of the piece and will lose direction music 

 takes one or two times (faster movements demand fast quick footwork, slower languid movement – student gets 

 them mixed up).  

14. Needing smoother transitions.  Using jerky movements more suitable to jazz, tap, hip-hop.    

 

VERY MINOR DEFAULTS 

  

Using the 3 – D system, these dancers should be getting a mark from 5-7, depending on how severe their default was.  

 

 1. Wonderful dancer but no “WOW” factor  

 2. Wonderful dancer but grooming need work (ie: hair strands, dirty shoes, hole in tights)  

 3. Dances in proper ballet stance (posture) throughout routine  

 4. Appropriate choreography for age and level of competition  

 5. Costume, music and dance are appropiate  

 6. Good Alignment - how does the dancer properly hold their body.proper alignment of the feet hips rib cage and 

 shoulder.Look for the dancers lines, with attention to how they form graceful parallel and perpendicular lines with 

 the arms and legs how they hold  the head and neck.  

 7. Artistry and expression: the ballet dancer should be able to emote. their faces should tell a story in complement 

 with their bodies, without uttering a single word.  

 8. The dancer should have a theatrical quality along with a great technique to embellish the dance.  

 

WINNER OR HIGHEST SCORE 

 

Using the 3 – D system, these dancers should be getting a mark from 8-10, depending on how severe their default was.   

 

  

 1. Entrance/exit/costume cognizant with piece of music, handled well.  

 2. Dancer is staying on time with the music and using all the dynamics allowing for personality of character of piece 

 and themselves to shine, bringing something to the stage that you have not seen before.  

 3. Excellent execution of technique and steps showing knowledge of height of jumps** and inate understanding of 

 the genre.  

 4. Excellent execution with a blend of harmony & musicality ,  
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 5. Exciting and energetic, makes you feel you want to watch it again or dance the routine yourself.  

 6. Excellent Variety and Difficulty Choreography.   

 7. Excellent execution of Choreography Level of difficulty shown with practiced ease  

 8. Although you are a judge and cannot do it, the feeling that you want to stand up and shout Bravo or clap to show 

 your appreciation of the performance.   

 9. Weightlessness: one of the most important qualities of a dancer is the appearance of being able to float and 

 sustain in the air. Men especially should have a sense of "balon" (suspended in the air),and complete calculus 

 rotation before their feet hit the floor.  

10. Co-ordination of arms head facial eyeline giving a pleasing and smooth effect balancing out the torso and use of 

 technique throughout.  

11. Turns and jumps executed with precision based on what music tells them.  Pointework clean and clear showing 

 clear positions and crisp footwork.  

12. You want this dancer to be a World Champion.  

13. You could see this dancer in a Professional Ballet Dance Company.  

  

 GENERAL TECHNIQUE  

   

 1. Dancers posture .....how she or he carry themselves ,placement of the body, do they have an arched back, is 

 their core strong.  

 2 How they land out of their leaps and jumps ....do they use their Demi plié and work through their feet.  

 3.  When running and covering space .......do they run off their heels with a light quality.   

 4. Placement of feet before each turn .....do they slip their heels ,or hold their position into each turn ,pulling up out 

 of their hips.  

 5. Girls on pointe .....do they roll down through their foot when coming off pointe on each step ,are they pulled up, 

 are ankles strong and line on point strong from hip to knee to foot.  

 6. Turnout .....is this maintained? Do they demonstrate their dance with heels pressed forward  

 7.        Turns ....proper spotting action of head.  Pull up and use their arms.  

 8. Extension ..... legs extended on leaps , dancers show good line in their bodies, from tip of head out to tip of 

 fingertips and toes.  

 9. Pull up .... the dancer shows core strength and maintain it.                                                                                     

10.        If marking a repertoire solo, it must be  correctly executed.   

  

This is tricky only if judges don't know the levels of which steps are regularly practiced.  

When it comes to pointe work (older dancer), Repertoire is basically demonstrated through "variations" ie: Esmeralda, 

Giselle, etc from the Classical Ballets.This is a good marker.  

However, like everything else, those who can do well, should go for it. Steps should be challenging, and shown with 

confidence.    

Unfortunately, like all other styles, different places/countries do exercise different syllabuses for the examination of levels, 

and technical knowledge. Pointe work is usually divided into two camps...too early of too late.   

* If students are not demonstrating strength en pointe by the age of twelve then more often than not, they are not capable 

of performing skills needed to become a professional, by the age of auditioning (lower end being 16, higher...well Margot 

Fonteyn  ...a very long career!)   

Fortunately "steps/skills" like skating, if you will, are expected at certain levels.  

If performers can properly execute skills above their level, with confidence and excellent technique, they should not be 

penalized but recognized.  
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** Depending on the piece.  If it is a ballet category and contemporary ballet choreography, it can be either on flat or 

pointe and marked accordingly.  However for ‘classical’ variations, however wonderful the technique or performance 

classical ballet professional demi-pointe ballerinas don’t exist. (Pointework is much harder than demi-pointe demanding 

much more strength to even keep up the two or three minutes required for a duet/solo/trios and only practiced students 

are capable.  Demi pointe on the other hand is easy for the senior level.  Therefore, classical pieces on demi-pointe in the 

senior/adult category should be marked lower from technical standpoint to be consistent with the goals of the World 

Championship for the Senior/Adult level.  Steps themselves can be consistent with the variation but altered at 

choreographer’s discretion so that students show their best.)   

***glissades, pas de bourree……touching or just above floor  

     jete….at least an inch of the floor     pas de chats, etc….45 degrees  

     grand jetes – big jumps…aiming for 90 and over  

  

GENERAL ARTISTRY 
   

1. Atmosphere ......does dancer create an atmosphere from the moment he or she enters the stage?  

2. Port de bras ......does the dancer have beautiful carriage of the arms through to the finger tips?   

 3.    Musicality ....is there a sense of musicality from beginning to end.  

 4.    Choreography ....is the dance structured with use of allegro (elevated steps) and adage (slow controlled 

 movements).   

 5.    Appearance ....is the dancer groomed with hair slick, clean tights and shoes which are properly tied and well  fitting?  

 6.    Costume ....is this in keeping with the theme of the dance and are the legs and feet visible  

 7.    Theme ....if a contemporary or neo classical theme is chosen ....is it tastefully costumed?  

 8.    Unusual theme or costuming should be given credit, if trainer has created something new and exciting that you 

 have never seen.  

 9.     Presentation ...is the dancer using their expression appropriately for the style of the dance?  

10.     Image of the dance ....is this tasteful, does the music, choreography and costume match the image created?  

 

LEVEL OF STEPS 
 

Mini:  

- Demi plie in 1st, 2nd position  

- Sautes in 1st position  

- Echappe sautés in 1st to 2nd position  

- "Butterfly" runs  

 

Children's:   

- Spring points   

- Changements  

- Glissades  

- Balance de cotes  

- Pas de chat   

- Releves in 5th position   

- Echappe releve   

- Pose temps leve  

- Single pirouette (turned out)  
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 Junior (Demi-pointe)  

- Assembles  

- Balances en avant and en arriere ( forwards, backwards)  

- Pose temps leve with balances en tournant  

- Pas de bourres   

- Pose pirouettes en dedans  

- Double pirouette en dehors  

- Pirouettes en dedans  

- Batterie (beats)  

- Grands jetes  

  

Adult female (Demi-pointe)  

- Multiple beats (batterie)  

- Height of legs above 90 degrees  

- Ballotes  

- Assembles  

- Grands jetes en ménage   

- Grands jetes en tournant  

- Chainees  

- Fouettes  

  

*this is where variations are a terrific marker, if individually choreographed, then the same level of steps must be shown.  

  

Junior (en pointe):  

-           Releves in 5th  

-           Echappes releves   

-           Pas de bourres piques   

-           Releve retire passé  

-           Pose pirouettes en dedans  

-           Single pirouette en dehors/ en dedans  

-          Courus/bourres  

  

Adult (en pointe)   

  

-          Multiple pirouettes in any direction  

  

 

DUETS  

 

  

GROUPS 

 

 


